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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background

Sevenoaks is a small market town of possible pre-Conquest origin, situated at the

junction of two important routes, the main London to Hastings road and the road to

Dartford.  It is 31km south-east of London, 17km south of Dartford and 10km north of

Tonbridge. 

This study aims to provide an evaluation of the archaeological and historical remains

of the settlement as a basis for informing decision-making in the planning process

where archaeological deposits may be affected by development proposals. The Kent

County Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) was checked for information relating to

the study area (see below) and provided 17 entries.  One is of Prehistoric date, two are

Romano-British, one is medieval and 13 relate to standing buildings.  Sevenoaks is

fairly typical of many small towns in England in that there has, as yet, been no

significant archaeological research within the town or in the area of study.  Thus most

of the history has been compiled from documentary evidence and secondary published

sources.  Most of the upstanding features date from the eighteenth century and later,

although there are structures surviving from earlier periods.  The town is seen as

historically significant because of its built environment and its reasonably well-

documented history, rather than because of well known archaeological deposits.

1.2 Situation

Sevenoaks (NGR TQ 530545) is situated on a well-drained slope at the base of the

North Downs in the Holmesdale vale, a broad, fertile vale of clay lying between two

ridges of high ground, and at the south end of the Darent valley where it cuts through

the North Downs.  The High Street runs along a slight ridge of high ground formed by

an elongated tongue of Folkestone beds.  This overlies a thin band of Sandgate beds

above Hythe beds, all forming part of the lower greensand (Figures 1 and 2).  Further

to the north, alluvium fills the bottom of the Darent valley whilst beyond this are the

chalk slopes of the North Downs scarp.

1.3 Study area

The general area for study lies between TQ 515530 and TQ 545560.  An area for

closer in-depth study focuses on the historic core of the town between TQ 525540 and

TQ 540550. 

2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA 
Very few archaeological data exist for Sevenoaks town or its environs and there has

been little archaeological work.  The Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) for the area

of study records the following evidence, which is also shown on Figure 3.

2.1 Mesolithic/neolithic periods

TQ 55 NW 33 - An occupation floor containing flint implements, pot boilers, calcined

flints and charcoal was discovered in a layer of silver sand immediately below the turf

in Knole Park, at TQ 53935512.  Other stray finds were revealed before the

construction of the golf course in 1925-26 (Burchell 1926, 114; Lewis Abbott 1895-6,

131; Wymer 1977).
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2.2 Romano-British

TQ 55 NW 38 - A second century cinerary urn containing human bones was

discovered during the laying of foundations at TQ 520554.  It appears to represent an

isolated burial.  The shape, decoration and consistent firing colour indicate that the

urn belonged to the later phase of Patch Grove Ware, second century AD (Wilson

1974, 459-460).

.

TQ 55 SW 6 - A coin of Valens (A.D. 364-376) was found at TQ 531546. 

2.3 Medieval

TQ 55 SW 1 - St Nicholas Church, Sevenoaks, TQ 53125431.  The Oxford

Archaeological Unit excavated the interior of the church in advance of internal

building work in 1994.  The architectural development of the church from its probable

eleventh century foundation was traced.  420 graves spanning a period of c. 800 years

were excavated and a wide range of artefacts including prehistoric flints, building

materials, coffin furniture and textiles were recovered (Webber and Boyle 1994).

TQ 55 SW 21 - A possible sixteenth century brick-lined well, c. 1m in diameter was

reported from the corner of the High Street and Knole Lane, outside Sevenoaks

School TQ 53155430 (Ireland 1978).

3 HISTORICAL RECORDS
3.1 Early Charters:

In AD 821 Cenulf, king of Kent, gave lands in Otford to Christ Church, Canterbury.

The southern part of this area lay close to modern Sevenoaks.

3.2 Domesday Book

There is no mention of Sevenoaks in Domesday Book, but it may have been included

in the manor of Otford.

3.3 Origin of place name

The place name ‘at the seven oaks’ derives from the Old English seofan acum.  The

name Sevenoaks is unique in England but it has several parallels on the Continent,

and names of this type may have a ‘folkloric significance’.  The meeting-place of the

Hundred of Codsheath is said to have been by ‘seven oak trees’, and the original

settlement of Sevenoaks may have developed there.  The place name Sevenoaks can

be traced from its early origins thus.

OE  aet paem seofan acum c. 1100  Seouenaca
1200  Sevenac, Sevenacher 1610  Sevenok
c. 1800  Sevenoaks

4 HISTORICAL DATA BY PERIOD
4.1 Pre-urban evidence

4.1.1.The prehistoric period 
The earliest evidence of occupation in the immediate area of Sevenoaks is from the

late mesolithic/early neolithic period, c. 4,000 BC.  The site discovered in Knole Park
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probably represents the temporary camp of a group of hunter-gatherers, not a

permanent settlement. A possible bronze age barrow has been mapped in Mill Pond

Wood, Greatness, and socketed axes discovered in gravel pits in Bradbourne Vale

Road (pers. comm. C. P. Ward). 

4.1.2 The Romano-British period
A second century Romano-British cremation burial discovered c. 1km north-west of

the town centre and a fourth century Romano-British coin found close to the High

Street are the only indications of Romano-British presence in the area, although

further north the Darent valley was densely populated. 

4.1.3 The Saxon period
The original settlement of Sevenoaks appears to have developed sometime during the

late Saxon period on the line of an early route along the Darent valley to the

Penshurst/Chiddingstone area.  The meeting-place of the Hundred of Codsheath was

at the ‘seven oak trees’ at Riverhead, c. 2km north of present day Sevenoaks town

centre, and this may have provided the stimulus for the settlement, although

converging trackways from the Darent valley and the Weald could also have formed a

potential centre for occupation and perhaps a market.  

4.2 Urban evidence

4.2.1 The medieval period
4.2.1.1 Markets and fairs

The first written record for a market at Sevenoaks (weekly on Saturdays) dates from

1287, but the style of the entry indicates that the market was well established by that

time; it may have been an unchartered or prescriptive market with its origins from

before the Norman Conquest.  The site of the first market place may have been in the

spindle-shaped widening in the road south of the church, but probably by c.1200 it had

moved to the triangular open space in the fork between High Street and London Road.

In 1292 shops and building plots surrounded the market, and by 1417 there was a

market cross in the Shambles, an area containing the fish market and the butchery.

There were also a butter market, town well and pump.

Two small, two-storeyed and jettied timber-framed buildings, discovered in 1982

when a building fronting the present-day Shambles was being renovated, had probably

been shops c. 1450 – 1530.  Their arrangement indicated the position of lost

alleyways, perhaps from the time when the market stalls were laid out in grid fashion,

with walkways between them.  Some of the stalls were quite small; for example in

1492 a rent of one halfpenny was paid for a stall only c.2m x 60cm.  But rents of up to

one shilling suggest that some shops were much larger.  South of the market there was

a pond to provide water for livestock. 

A market house built of timber and tile on a stone base had replaced the market cross

by c.1500.  Octagonal in shape, it stood on eight columns and was open at ground

level to give room for stalls.  A stair led to the upper storey where corn was sold.  

Sevenoaks also had two annual fairs, on the feast of St Nicholas (6 December) and on

the feast of SS Peter and Paul (29 June).  After the Reformation the two fairs were

amalgamated and held on 12 and 13 October. 
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4.2.1.2 The manor

The early history and evolution of the manor of Sevenoaks is unknown, but it appears

originally to have formed part of the archiepiscopal manor of Otford.  Sevenoaks may

have become its own manor shortly after 1086, but there is no undisputable record of

this.

Knole was a separate manor, possibly with a manor house in Knole Park by the

thirteenth or early fourteenth century.  In 1347, Roger de Knolle sold his house,

reputedly the ‘earlier manor house of Sevenoaks’, and the property was greatly

enlarged with stone buildings during the fifteenth century.  In 1456 Archbishop

Bourchier bought the house and lands and during his thirty-year residence there he

spent lavishly on a massive building campaign and acquired control of the manor.

The house and grounds remained in the hands of and was frequently occupied by the

archbishops until it was surrendered to Henry VIII in 1538. 

4.2.1.3 The church

The parish church of St Nicholas is mentioned neither in Domesday Book nor the

Domesday Monachorum, and it may then have been a chapelry dependent on the

church of SS Peter and Paul, Shoreham.  It probably gained its independence shortly

thereafter as it is listed in the late eleventh century Textus Roffensis as paying a

chrism fee; thus its priest must have been allowed to perform the holy sacraments.

The church is also mentioned in records in 1218, 1241 and 1296.  In 1257 Henry of

Ghent founded a chantry chapel to the honour of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

Archaeological excavations inside the church in late 1993 located the foundations of a

two-celled structure consisting of a rectangular nave, c. 13m x 6.5m, and a chancel,

3m x 6m, probably dating from the late eleventh century.  A narrow north aisle was

added soon after, and the chancel was extended and transepts added in the twelfth

century.  The church was enlarged during the late thirteenth and early fourteenth

century.  The north aisle was widened, the south aisle was added and a bell tower built

on the north side of the chancel.  The chancel was reinforced by buttresses in 1404,

and the whole church was substantially rebuilt in the fifteenth century.  

4.2.1.4 Other religious organisations

The chapel and hospital at Greatness
Sometime during the Saxon period, a wayside shrine dedicated to St John the Baptist

was set up by a spring at the foot of St John’s Hill, Greatness, on a route between

Shoreham and the Weald.  It was superseded c. 900-1050 by a chapel (at Gretenersce)

dependent on Shoreham church.  By 1289 the archbishop was the patron of a hospital

established next to the chapel.  It may have begun as a leper hospital, but it also

accommodated travellers, and is thought to have had a stone chapel and domestic and

agricultural buildings.  The hospital is mentioned in 1350 and 1503.  In 1534 its

income was 26s. 8d.  It was surrendered to Henry VIII in 1538-39. 

When the hospital fell into disuse after the Reformation the stones of its building were

used by the Culpepper family to build a new house at Riverhead but some remains of

the hospital are mentioned as late as 1786.  Its exact site is not known, but it probably
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stood in the north-west angle of the Bat & Ball crossroads where there is a field called

St John’s. 

4.2.1.5 The grammar school

In 1418, William Sevenoke founded a hospital for the relief of the poor. He also

established a free grammar school for the education of youths within the town, the

fourth school to be founded in England. 

4.2.1.6 Industry and trade

The economy of medieval Sevenoaks was based mainly on agriculture and animal

husbandry and, because of its situation where the predominantly arable soils of West

Kent meet the more pastoral lands to the south, it became a trading centre for the area. 

Mills
Two watermills belonging to Otford manor are recorded in a thirteenth century deed.

Two watermills recorded in the seventeenth century by the springs at Greatness may

have perpetuated these medieval predecessors.  One may have been at Whitley.

 

Inns
The ‘Newyn, situate at the east end of the church’ is mentioned in 1532.  It stood in

the High Street where the house known as The Manor House now stands.  The Three

Cats, just north of the church, was an inn c.1500 but is now a private house.

4.2.2.The post-medieval period
Sevenoaks and its surroundings changed little between the sixteenth and the early

nineteenth century.  Most of the land in the parish was still owned by a small number

of landholders and the town itself consisted of two streets of shops and dwellings.  It

was not until the arrival of the railway in 1862 that there was any great change from

its medieval pattern.

4.2.2.1 Market and fairs

The market at Sevenoaks continued to flourish into the post-medieval period, despite

the growth of shops in the town.  Most of the market area was encroached on during

the seventeenth century, leaving only a small space on the triangle, with further stalls

and the livestock market extending down the High Street.  At the end of the eighteenth

century it was still held on Saturdays and there were two annual fairs.

In 1843 the old market house was replaced by a new one with a room used as a corn

market and coroner’s court and an open ground floor on the first floor.  The medieval

pond in the High Street was filled in at about the same time, and nothing is known of

the town cage, or lock-up, which stood near the market in the sixteenth century. 

After the Fairs Act of 1871, the Sevenoaks fair was closed, as were many other fairs in

the country, but the Saturday market was still held in the market place with livestock

pens along the upper part of the High Street. 
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When Kent and Sussex Farmers Ltd acquired the ancient market rights in the town

centre from the lord of the manor in 1923, the livestock market was moved to a site

near the railway station.  It has since been closed and the site redeveloped. 

4.2.2.2.The manor

After the Dissolution the manor of Sevenoaks and Knole remained the property of the

Crown and, after various vicissitudes, Queen Elizabeth granted it to Thomas Sackville

in 1566.  It remained in the family until 1946 when the estate, house and park were

given to the National Trust. 

4.2.2.3 The church

There was a parsonage and a vicarage in the town in 1650, and c.1797 they were

together valued at nearly £30.  At the beginning of the nineteenth century the church

was in a ruinous condition and a danger to the congregation.  Funds were raised for its

repair in 1811 and crenellated battlements and high clerestory windows were added in

1812.  The church underwent a further programme of restoration in 1878 when the last

of the old windows were removed, and a vestry was added in 1909.  In 1993 parish

rooms were inserted into the undercroft beneath the nave. 

4.2.2.4 Other religious organisations

Three Anglican churches were built in the late nineteenth century to serve the growing

population: St John’s (1858-9), St Mary’s (1878-80) and St Luke’s, (1903-4).

Nonconformist churches included the Congregational church built in 1865, the Baptist

church built in 1886 on The Vine, and a Methodist church built in 1903, superseding

an earlier one in Bank Street.  In 1896 the Roman Catholic church of St Thomas of

Canterbury was built in Granville Road to replace a temporary church, and a west

front and tower were added in 1925. 

4.2.2.5 The schools

In 1560 Queen Elizabeth I provided a new constitution for the William Sevenoke’s

free school, whereby it became The Queen Elizabeth Grammar School (later

Sevenoaks School).  In 1724, the old timber-framed school buildings were demolished

and work began on a new school and almshouses, following designs by Lord

Burlington. 

In 1692 Lady Boswell founded a school for the education of poor children.  At first it

was held in the schoolmaster’s house, but in 1818 a new school was erected on a piece

of land in London Road (The Lady Boswell School).  

In 1873 the National Mixed School was opened in St John’s Hill.  The St Nicholas

Infants’ School was enlarged in 1880 and The Beacon School was moved from St

John’s Road to Cross Keys and renamed The New Beacon.  Several new schools were

built in the twentieth century. 

4.2.2.6 Industry and trade

By the mid-1660s the town possessed a flourishing corn market, between 20 and 30

shops, and at least 12 inns.  As the town expanded, the number and variety of

tradesmen increased and small-scale industries such as milling and cloth making

expanded to meet the growing needs of the mainly agricultural community.  Some late
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seventeenth century wills mention victuallers and innkeepers, a butcher, a mealman, a

tobacconist, a carpenter, a wheeler, a tanner and a linen weaver.  There were many

yeoman farmers and hops were grown around the town. 

Mills
A corn mill and a fulling mill are mentioned in a will of 1679, and other late

seventeenth century wills refer to water-powered cloth mills at Greatness.  By 1764

they had been converted by descendants of Huguenot refugees into silk mills, but they

closed in 1828.  A windmill on Hubbard’s Hill is mentioned in 1669 and there was

also Knott’s smock mill, built c.1790 just west of Tubs Hill (now Eardley Road) and

demolished c. 1890.  

Inns
In 1686, the inn accommodation in Sevenoaks was 71 beds and stabling for 136

horses and there were at least 14 inns.  Those still surviving include The Blackboy

Inn, The Bull Inn (now The Dorset Arms), The Chequers, The Carpenters Arms and

The Coachmakers Arms.  Other inns have been demolished; for example The Rose

and Crown (demolished 1936) and The Crown and The Royal Crown (demolished

1932).  There were also two breweries in the High Street, one of which was attached

to Bligh’s Hotel (formerly Bligh’s Farm and previously Bedlam or Bethlehem Farm)

(pers. comm. C. P. Ward). 

4.2.2.7 Public utilities 

After the first gasworks were built at Hartsland in 1840 (later relocated to Bat & Ball

in the 1860s) Sevenoaks High Street was illuminated by gas lanterns.  In the 1860s a

reservoir was dug in Oak Lane to supply the town with water, which had previously

been provided by private wells and pumps and public town pumps.  The reservoir was

primarily designed to prevent flooding in the Sevenoaks railway tunnel.

A police station and magistrates’ court (now near Sevenoaks railway station) were

built in the High Street in 1864, and in 1873 the Holmesdale Cottage Hospital was

opened at the bottom of St John’s Hill.  In 1913 the Sevenoaks Electricity Company

was formed and in 1914 an electricity generating station was built at Sundridge.  A

public library was built in The Drive in 1905, Sevenoaks Swimming Pool was opened

in 1914 and the first bus service from Sevenoaks to Oxted began in 1909.

4.2.2.8 Roads and transport:

Sevenoaks was situated on one of Kent’s main thoroughfares, which had become well

established by the end of the Middle Ages as the route from London to Rye,

Winchelsea and Hastings via Sevenoaks and Tonbridge (now the A21). This road was

often used as the route to Dieppe in Normandy and thence to Paris, and was

instrumental in the post-medieval growth of Sevenoaks.

By the early seventeenth century, the London to Hastings road was the main postal

route from London to France, and in 1676 Sevenoaks became a post town with a

postmaster.  The road was also busy with transports to London, of fish from Rye and

livestock from the Kentish Weald and East Sussex.  The Wealden clay to the south of

Sevenoaks led to the route often becoming impassable in winter and by the early

eighteenth century the need for road improvements had become crucial.  The first road
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in Kent to be turnpiked was the road between Sevenoaks and Tunbridge Wells in

1709.  Stagecoaches ran from London to Sevenoaks, which became a coaching station

where passengers for Hastings changed coaches. By 1781 there was a daily postal

service by horseback between London and Sevenoaks, and this was extended to

Hastings in 1791.  A mail coach with an armed guard was introduced in 1821. 

The railway 
A spur from Swanley on the London, Chatham & Dover railway was opened to a

terminus at Bat & Ball in 1862, but it was not until 1868 that the South Eastern

Railway opened its direct line from London to Tonbridge, with a station c. 1km north-

west of the town centre.  As a result, Sevenoaks began to develop as a dormitory town

and much housing was built, with many of the old country seats in the immediate area

being sold and the estates built on.  Vine Court was sold for housing in 1878 and other

lands such as Kippington Fields and Sevenoaks Park were covered with dwellings by

the 1890s. 

4.2.3 The modern town
In 1894 the Local Government Act saw the formation of Sevenoaks Urban and Rural

District Councils.  In 1914 the first council houses were built at Greatness, with a

second phase from 1919.  There were many other Council housing schemes

throughout the twentieth century.

Nevertheless, the centre of Sevenoaks has changed little since 1830 when it was

described as ‘a most desirable neighbourhood’, and its town centre retains much of its

original character with tile-hung, weather-boarded and brick buildings. The District of

Sevenoaks now covers c. 480km
2
, incorporating the town of Swanley and over 30

villages.  

4.2.4 Population
In 1695 there were 206 houses with 891 inhabitants; by 1801 this figure had nearly

trebled to 2,640 and it reached 4,695 by 1861.  Such growth is average for Kent at the

time.  The coming of the railway encouraged population growth, with 5,949

inhabitants by 1871 and 9,741 by 1901.  

5 URBAN CHARACTERISTICS
The following summary of the principal urban characteristics in Sevenoaks has been

divided into those of the medieval and post-medieval periods (i.e. pre- and post-dating

c. 1540).  The summary is not comprehensive, most nineteenth century maps giving

details of additional features.  Thus an attempt has been made to list only the principal

post-medieval features.  The Ordnance Surveyors’ field drawing of 1800 is taken as

the basis for the historic town plan.  This has been chosen because it reflects the town

in its pre-industrial and pre-railway phase, that is, the period before nineteenth and

twentieth century development radically changed or obliterated the medieval or post-

medieval urban layout.

5.1 Medieval plan components and urban features (Figures 9 and 10)

The plan of Sevenoaks suggests the following pattern of urban development.  The

original settlement may have been around the parish church (PC1) and the early

market place to the south (PC2), with three groups of tenement plots clustering around
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them (PC3-5).  At a slightly later (but indeterminate) date the commercial focus may

have shifted northwards to the junction of present-day London Road and High Street,

where a new market was established (PC6).  There was then further expansion

northwards along both the north - south roads (PC7-13).  Although very significant for

the town’s development, Knole and its park was always slightly removed from the

commercial centre.

PC1. The Parish Church of St Nicholas and the surrounding churchyard.

a) (MUF1) The parish church of St Nicholas and its churchyard.  Remains

probably from the late eleventh century have been excavated; most

other medieval fabric dates from the fifteenth century (Dunlop 1964,

69).

PC2. The probable site of the early market place.

PC3. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the south-west side of the early

market place.

PC4. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the north-west side of the early

market place.

a) (MUF5) 13-17 High Street.  Originally an inn, but now divided into three

houses.  The building is timber-framed and dates from the sixteenth

century or earlier (DoE 1972, 22-24).

PC5. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the east side of the early market

place. 

a) (MUF4)  The School, founded c.1418 by William Sevenoke, for the free

education of poor children (Newman 1980, 512). 

PC6. Site of the later market place.

a) (MUF3) Site of the market cross, in existence by 1417, and the market

house, built c.1500 (Dunlop 1964, 86).

b)  (MUF8) The Chequers, High Street.  A sixteenth or early seventeenth

century timber-framed structure with jettied first floor (DoE 1972, 29).

PC7. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the east side of the High Street.

PC8. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the east side of the High Street.

PC9. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the west side of the High Street and

the east side of London Road.

a) (MUF10) Bligh’s Hotel, High Street.  A sixteenth century timber-framed

structure (DoE 1972, 31).
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PC10. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the west side of London Road.

a)  (MUF9) 27 London Road.  A sixteenth or seventeenth century timber-

framed structure, now Francis Chappell, Funeral Directors (DoE 1972,

38).

PC11. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the west side of London Road.

a)   (MUF7) A timber-framed building thought to date from the sixteenth

century.  The first floor overhangs on wooden brackets (DoE 1972, 28).

PC12. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the west side of the High Street.

PC13. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the west side of the High Street.

a) (MUF6) 31-37 High Street.  A sixteenth century timber-framed structure

with an early nineteenth century elevation, now four dwellings (DoE 1972,

27).

Not located in a plan component

(MUF2) Knole Park, built in the late fifteenth century (Newman 1980, 356).

5.2 Post-medieval plan components and urban features (Figure 11)

During the seventeenth and particularly the eighteenth century, the essential plan form

of Sevenoaks as indicated on Figure 9 was retained and no post-medieval plan

components have therefore been produced, but many new buildings were constructed

along the line of the High Street and Tonbridge Road, infilling the area between the

early and later market centres.  By the late-eighteenth century and nineteenth century,

most of the market area was built over.  A new market hall was built in 1843, some of

the small alleys being lost at this time.  After the coming of the railway in 1868, the

suburbs, beyond the core centre, began to expand rapidly with the infilling of former

open fields with houses for the growing population and ever increasing numbers of

commuters moving to the town from London.  The commercial centre nevertheless

retains its character.

PC1. The Parish Church of St Nicholas and its surrounding churchyard.

a) (PMUF1) The parish church of St Nicholas.  Restorations include the

battlements and clerestory (1812), windows (1878), vestry (1909), plaster

vaulting in nave (1954-1958), and undercroft (1994) (Newman 1980, 510-

512).

PC2. The probable site of the early market place.

PC3. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the south-west side of the early

market place.
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PC4. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the north-west side of the early

market place.

PC5. Possible group of tenement plots fronting the east side of the early market

place. 

a) (PMUF8) Sevenoaks School and Almshouses.  Rebuilt in 1724-1732 after

designs by Lord Burlington (Newman 1980, 512).

PC6. Site of the later market place.

a)  (PMUF3) The Market House.  The present structure was erected in 1843

(Newman 1980, 515).

b)  (PMUF4) The Shambles, originally called Middle Row (Dunlop 1964,

121).

PC7 Possible group of tenement plots fronting the east side of the High Street.

a)    (PMUF5) The Red House, 50 High Street.  Built in 1686 it represents the

late seventeenth century ideal (Newman 1980, 515)

b)  (PMUF9) The Manor House, late-eighteenth century, originally built as a

dower house to Knole (DoE 1972, 12).

c)   (PMUF10) The Old House, 18 High Street.  Built in red brick c.1700.

Now Knocker and Foskett, Solicitors (DoE 1972, 14).

PC8 Possible group of tenement plots fronting the east side of the High Street.

PC9 Possible group of tenement plots fronting the west side of the High Street and

the east side of London Road.

a)   (PMUF11) Lady Boswell’s School, dated 1818 (Newman 1980, 513).

PC10 Possible group of tenement plots fronting the west side of London Road.

PC11 Possible group of tenement plots fronting the west side of London Road.

PC12 Possible group of tenement plots fronting the west side of the High Street.

PC13 Possible group of tenement plots fronting the west side of the High Street.

a)   (PMUF6) The Vicarage, now The Old Vicarage, built in the eighteenth

century (Dunlop 1964, 121).

Not located in a plan component.
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PMUF2)  Knole House and Park.  Seventeenth century additions to medieval

house (Newman 1980, 357). 

(PMUF7)  The Rectory, Rectory Lane (Dunlop 1964, 121).

6 THE POTENTIAL OF SEVENOAKS
6.1 Archaeological resource overview

In the early 1990s, Otford & District Archaeological Group carried out a watching

brief on the clearance phase of the Bligh’s meadow redevelopment, when no structural

remains or stratigraphy were found (pers. comm.. C. P. Ward). Excavations in the

parish church in 1993 are the only other archaeological investigations to have been

undertaken within the town.  Thus little is known about the extent of surviving

archaeological sub-surface deposits outside areas of destruction such as cellars and

basements.  A cellar survey carried out in 1994 (Figure 12) showed that c. 50% of the

area of the medieval town is unaffected by cellars, thus there is a good chance that

some sub-surface archaeological deposits may have survived although the medieval

stratigraphy may be comparatively thin and at a shallow depth.  There is potential for

establishing the evolution and development of the market town, and for investigating

the changing site of the market, but this will depend on locating surviving areas of

intact medieval stratigraphy.

6.2 Research questions

The purpose of this document is to develop policy for Sevenoaks’s urban

archaeological deposits, particularly the historic core. With the exception of the

church, none of the medieval and post-medieval components of the town has been

archaeologically investigated and there is virtually no archaeological evidence for the

medieval economic base of the town. 

6.3 Key areas for research

The following need to be investigated

6.3.1 The origins of Sevenoaks
� the nature, date and extent of the earliest settlement remains at Sevenoaks;

� the stimulus for the earliest settlement;

� the earliest remains which can be classed as urban or proto-urban.

6.3.2 Sevenoaks in the medieval period;
� the origins and development of the church and churchyard; 

� evidence for the original focus of settlement and a market place near to the church;

� the date when a market became established on the  triangular site further north;

� evidence for the development of settlement around the triangular market place;

� evidence for the development of the early High Street;

� the economy of the medieval town and its trading and commercial contacts;

� evidence for an early manor house;

� the pattern of settlement and the relationship of individual plots to the settlement

framework.
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6.3.3 Sevenoaks in the post-medieval period
� the nature, extent and chronology of occupation within the urban core;

� the form and character of individual properties;

� the economy of  the town and its trading and commercial contacts with its

hinterland;

� the origin and development of the town’s suburbs.

6.3.4 General questions
� the evidence of artefactual remains in interpreting the town’s pre-urban and urban

history;

� the palaeo-environmental history of the town.

The discovery and study of both structures and artefacts would illuminate these topics.

Small-scale archaeological sampling in individual properties in Sevenoaks could

provide answers to specific questions.  Consideration should be given, however, to

large-scale excavation over a number of adjacent properties, which would provide a

wider picture, if desk-top assessment and field evaluation demonstrate the case.  The

position and importance of Sevenoaks in the hierarchy of Kent towns can only be

solved through excavation, field survey and consultation of historical documents.
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Figure 4. Andrews, Dury and Herbert’s map of Sevenoaks, 1769





Figure 5. Hasted’s map of Sevenoaks, 1799
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APPENDIX I: KENT AND MEDWAY STRUCTURE PLAN –

MAPPING OUT THE FUTURE: DRAFT SUPPLEMENTARY
PLANNING GUIDANCE (SPG 3)  ON ARCHAEOLOGY IN
HISTORIC TOWNS

1. Introduction

1.1 The Extensive Urban Archaeological Survey, undertaken by Kent County

Council, assesses the archaeological potential of the historic towns in Kent and

Medway, particularly in relation to potential impacts from development. It constitutes

draft supplementary planning guidance (as revised following consultation). Following

adoption of the Kent and Medway Structure Plan (KMSP) (anticipated in late 2005)

this draft guidance will be taken forward as Supplementary Planning Guidance to

KMSP Policy QL8 [Archaeological Sites] which sets out the requirements for the

conservation and management of archaeological sites and finds. The draft KMSP and

the draft supplementary guidance on archaeology (SPG3) were subject to full public

consultation in late 2003. The draft supplementary planning guidance has been revised

in the light of the responses received to that consultation. Policy QL8 is also the

subject of a Proposed Change put forward in 2004 prior to the Structure Plan

Examination in Public.  

Policy QL8: Archaeological Sites

The archaeological and historic integrity of scheduled ancient

monuments and other important archaeological sites, together with their

settings, will be protected and, where possible, enhanced. Development

which would adversely affect them will not normally be permitted.

Where important or potentially important archaeological remains may

exist, developers will be required to arrange for archaeological

assessment and/or field evaluation to be carried out in advance of the

determination of planning applications.

Where the case for development affecting an archaeological site is

accepted, the archaeological remains should be preserved in situ. Where

preservation in situ is not possible or justified, appropriate provision for

preservation by record will be required.

  Source : Kent and Medway Structure Plan:Deposit Plan September 2003 as amended

by Propsed Pre – Examination in Public Changes: June 2004   

1.2 Precisely defining what is a town is not straightforward; for the purposes of

this study, places that can be seen historically to have fulfilled roles as central places

socially and economically, and perhaps with a market, have been included. Inevitably

the distinction between village and town is not always clear. The Extensive Urban

Archaeological Survey includes some medieval towns that are no longer of urban

character and extends to towns which developed in the eighteenth century. Roman

towns that now only survive as buried remains in a rural context are not included. The
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Guidance is concerned with the impact of development on archaeological remains

within towns rather than sites in the surrounding countryside. In particular it seeks to

raise awareness of areas of archaeological importance within a town, provide more

accurate information on the extent of these areas and establish a consistent approach

towards dealing with the impact of development proposals across Kent and Medway
1
.

Canterbury and Dover have not been included in the Extensive Urban Archaeological

Survey, as a more detailed Urban Archaeological Database is being developed for

Canterbury and one is proposed for Dover.

1.3 The Guidance is aimed at local planning authorities, developers and their

advisers. It may also be of interest to landowners, householders and local historical

groups.  Pending adoption of the Kent and Medway Structure Plan, this Guidance

amplifies Policy ENV18 of the adopted Kent Structure Plan 1996. Local Planning

Authorities are encouraged to take the guidance into account in the preparation of

their Local Plans/ Development Plan Documents and site specific Supplementary

Planning Documents. The Guidance does not apply outside the identified urban areas

and should be read alongside existing Local Plan policies on archaeology. The

Guidance has been issued both as a Kent and Medway edition containing maps for all

the settlements to which it applies and a district edition containing maps only for those

settlements falling in the respective district area. There is no difference in the wording

or application of the Guidance in either edition.

2. SPG Background

2.1 Kent’s historic towns, some of which have been occupied since Roman times

or even earlier, contain a wealth of evidence of past ways of life. This may take the

form of buried archaeological deposits, standing buildings or structures, such as

castles or town walls, or the present street patterns which may reflect past urban

forms. At the same time, our towns need to develop as thriving communities. The

Guidance aims to reduce conflict between the need for development and the need to

preserve important archaeological remains, through the preparation of an ongoing and

integrated strategy for conserving the urban archaeological resource.

2.2 The Government’s policy on archaeological remains is set out in PPG16:

Archaeology and Planning. It states (para. 6) that:

‘Archaeological remains should be seen as a finite and non-renewable resource, in
many cases highly fragile and vulnerable to damage and destruction. Appropriate
management is therefore essential to ensure they survive in good condition. In
particular, care must be taken to ensure that archaeological remains are not
needlessly or thoughtlessly destroyed. They can contain irreplaceable information
about our past and the potential for an increase in future knowledge. They are part of
our sense of national identity and are valuable both for their own sake and for their
role in education, leisure and tourism.’

2.3 Archaeological remains are not always buried below ground and in many cases

historic buildings within a town will contain important archaeological information,

                                                          
1
 Please note that Kent County Council provides an archaeological service for the Medway area

on behalf of Medway Council.
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irrespective of whether they are Listed Buildings or not. Indeed, as noted in PPG15

(para. 2.15):

‘Some historic buildings are scheduled ancient monuments, and many which are not
scheduled are of intrinsic archaeological interest or stand on ground which contains`
archaeological remains.’

2.4 The means by which provision for archaeological preservation or recording is

secured is also discussed in PPG16. In the event that archaeological work may be

required prior to a planning decision being taken (para  21 ):

`it is reasonable for the planning authority to request the prospective developer to
arrange for an archaeological field evaluation to be carried out before any decision
on the planning application is taken.’

If the planning authority is willing to grant planning permission but requires that

preservation in-situ or archaeological recording take place (para 30):

`it is open to them to do so by the use of a negative condition i.e. a condition
prohibiting the carrying out of development until such time as works or other action,
e.g. an excavation, have been carried out by a third party. ‘

3. Urban Archaeological Zones and Guidance

3.1 The Guidance relates to 46 towns in Kent and Medway as listed in Section 9. A

plan has been produced for each town (for Sevenoaks here Figure 13) providing

archaeological response zones based on the known importance of archaeological

deposits in that town, which again derives from the Extensive Urban Archaeological

Survey. The boundaries of these zones are related to the possible extent of

archaeological deposits rather than modern boundaries. Key documents in assessing the

archaeological potential of Kent’s towns are the Ordnance Surveyors’ Field Drawings of

c. 1800 (held by the British Library). These provide consistent, fairly detailed

cartography of the various towns before the population explosion of the 19
th

 century.

While they do not map the extent and layout of the towns in the medieval period, they

nonetheless provide a useful baseline for assessing the extent and layout of the towns in

the Middle Ages. In the case of applications for Listed Building Consent or where the

building is historic in character, and where the proposal impacts on the historic fabric,

then the Local Planning Authority will need to consider whether or not to consult the

County Archaeologist in respect of  considerations of archaeology or industrial

archaeology.  Similarly, developers considering proposals in these areas are

encouraged to consult the County Archaeologist at an early stage in the design

process. Four types of Urban Archaeological Zone have been identified although they

will not necessarily be present in all the towns. The zones indicate:

Zone 1 – Areas of known national importance;

Zone 2 – Areas of known archaeological potential where clarification of the nature of

this potential is required;

Zone 3 – Areas where archaeological potential is thought to be lower; and
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Zone 4 – Areas in which archaeological remains have been completely removed.

Further information detailing the state of knowledge of the archaeology of each of these

towns including analysis of their topography and historical development is available in

the form of an Assessment Report. These reports can be purchased from the County

Archaeologist (see section 7 for contact details).

3.2 Zone 1 identifies, as suggested in PPG16 (para 16), archaeological remains of

known national importance, and comprises both Scheduled Monuments and

unscheduled remains. PPG16 (para 8) states that:

‘Where nationally important archaeological remains, whether scheduled or not, and
their settings, are affected by proposed development there should be a presumption in
favour of their physical preservation.’

3.3 Scheduled Monuments (formerly known as Scheduled Ancient Monuments)

are protected under Part 1 of the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act

1979, and prior consent from the Secretary of State is required for all works affecting

such monuments, whether or not those works require planning permission. Local

planning authorities should secure, through the development control process, the

protection of nationally important remains that are not scheduled.

3.4 Development proposals within Zone 1 that are likely to affect nationally

important archaeological remains whether scheduled or not, should include a detailed

archaeological assessment of the remains and a mitigation strategy setting out how the

remains will be protected. Buildings and foundations may need to be designed and/or

located to allow preservation of archaeological remains. Such considerations should

be addressed at an early stage in the design process, if possible before a planning

application is actually submitted, in order to avoid unnecessary costs.

3.5 The archaeological and historic integrity of sites within Zone 1, together with

their settings, should be protected and where possible enhanced. Where development

would adversely affect them permission will normally be refused.

3.6 Where permission is granted, conditions will normally be applied, or

agreements entered into, to ensure that any necessary mitigation strategy is

implemented. Applications for planning permission and other consents that affect the

fabric of historic buildings, or other historic structures or earthworks, and/or that

disturb the ground, should be accompanied by the following:

i.) a detailed report on the character and extent of any archaeological remains

likely to be affected; and

ii.) a mitigation strategy detailing how any possible archaeological impacts would

be avoided.

3.7 Zone 2 contains archaeological remains, some of which may be of national

importance but whose precise extent, quality or level of importance is currently not
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clear, and where clarification of potential is required. Early consultation with the local

planning authority, preferably prior to the submission of a planning application, will

enable the implications of the proposals to be assessed, the appropriate course of

action identified, and expensive redesign costs avoided.

3.8 The archaeological and historic integrity of sites within Zone 2, together with

their settings, should be protected and where possible enhanced. Further information

will be needed in this respect before informed decisions can be made. Therefore

development proposals within Zone 2 that affect the historic fabric of buildings, or

other historic structures or earthworks, and/or that disturb the ground, should be

accompanied by a detailed report on the character and extent of any archaeological

remains likely to be affected. Field evaluation may need to be carried out and the

results made available prior to the determination of a planning application.

3.9 If significant archaeological remains are found to be affected by the proposals,

preservation in situ of the remains will normally be sought. In some cases the need to

preserve important archaeological remains may result in planning permission having

to be refused. If permission is granted, a mitigation strategy detailing how

preservation in situ is to be achieved should be submitted to and agreed with the local

planning authority. Where preservation in situ is not justified appropriate provision for

archaeological investigation, recording, analysis, publication and archiving will be

required, in accordance with a written specification and timetable to be agreed with

the local planning authority. Conditions will normally be applied to permissions or

agreements sought to implement the mitigation strategy or programme of

archaeological work.

3.10 Zone 3 contains archaeological remains which on current evidence are of

lesser importance. Development proposals within Zone 3 that affect the historic fabric

of buildings, or other historic structures or earthworks, and/or that will disturb the

ground should include provision for archaeological investigation, generally in the

form of monitoring and/or borehole investigation, and the recording of finds and

information of archaeological interest. If extensive or particularly important

archaeological remains are unexpectedly encountered during the development process,

there may be a need to arrange for their physical preservation and/or a more detailed

programme of archaeological investigation and recording. Where permission is

granted, conditions will normally be applied or agreements sought to implement the

archaeological work.

3.11 Zone 4 comprises areas where archaeological remains are known already to

have been entirely removed by previous development, or other activity, including

archaeological excavation. This Zone is only defined on the plan where it lies within

the study area. 

4. Outside the Urban Archaeological Zoned Area

4.1 Archaeological remains may be known or thought likely to exist outside the

areas covered by the Extensive Urban Archaeological Survey and the Urban

Archaeological Zones. Developers considering proposals in these areas are

encouraged to consult the County Archaeologist at an early stage in the design

process.
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5. Updating of the Urban Archaeological Zones

5.1 As new archaeological and historical information concerning the historic

towns becomes available, it may be necessary for the County Archaeologist in

conjunction with the Local Planning Authority to revise the boundaries of the Urban

Archaeological Zones.  

6. Glossary of Terms

Scheduled Monument

Under the Ancient Monument and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 the Secretary of

State has a duty to compile and maintain a schedule of monuments, such monuments

having statutory protection. Monuments on the schedule are by definition of national

importance and the appropriateness of addition to the list is assessed against a set of

criteria as set out in PPG16 Annex 4.

PPG15

Planning Policy Guidance 15: Planning and the Historic Environment (Department of

the Environment and the Department of National Heritage 1994)

PPG16

Planning Policy Guidance 16: Archaeology and Planning (Department of the

Environment 1990)

NB PPG15 and PPG16 are currently being revised and consolidated into a new

Planning Policy Statement for the Historic Environment – PPS15

Assessment

This is normally a desk based activity bringing together all known evidence relating to

the importance or potential of a given site or area.

Evaluation

This is normally supplementary work undertaken in the field (either non-intrusive

such as fieldwalking or geophysical survey, or intrusive such as boreholing or trial

trenching) to obtain further information on the character, extent, date and potential of

a given site or area.

Mitigation

Archaeological mitigation aims to minimise the effects of proposed development and

normally consists of either preservation in situ of the archaeological remains, and/or

archaeological investigation, recording, publication and archiving, where preservation

is not justified or possible.

7. Useful Addresses and Contacts

County Archaeologist

Heritage Conservation Group

Kent County Council

Invicta House

County Hall
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Maidstone

Kent

ME14 1XX

Tel: 01622-221541

English Heritage

Eastgate Court

195-205 High Street

Guildford

GU1 3EH

Tel: 01483 252038

8. List of Settlements to which draft SPG3 Applies

Appledore

Ashford

Charing

Chatham

Chilham

Cranbrook

Dartford

Deal

Edenbridge

Elham

Faversham

Folkestone

Fordwich

Gillingham

Goudhurst

Gravesend

Headcorn

Hythe

Ightham

Lenham

Lydd

Maidstone

Marden

Margate

Milton Regis

Minster in Thanet

New Romney

Northfleet

Queenborough

Ramsgate

Rochester

Sandwich

Sevenoaks

Sheerness

Sittingbourne
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Smarden

Tenterden

Tonbridge

Tunbridge Wells

West Malling

Westerham

Whitstable

Wingham

Wrotham

Wye

Yalding

 




